PRIVACY POLICY FOR
THE “YITZCHAK RABIN CENTER FOR ISRAELI STUDIES” WEBSITE
The Yitzchak Rabin Center for Israeli Studies (hereinafter: the “Center”) welcomes the users of its
internet website (hereinafter: the “Site”). Below are the conditions relating to the privacy policy practiced
on our Site and the manner in which we collect and use the information gathered and or provide dot us by
the users when executing the following acts on the Site.
1. General:
1.1. Using the Site is subject to, inter alia, the conditions specified in this Privacy Policy. Please
read this Policy carefully since using the Site and executing activities therein attests to your
consent to the terms contained in this Privacy Policy.
1.2. This Privacy Policy constitutes an integral and inseparable part of the Terms and
Conditions of Use of the Site and any term that appears in this Privacy Policy shall have the
exact meaning for the term defined in the aforementioned Terms and Conditions of Use.
1.3. The articulated in this Privacy Policy equally relates to members of both sexes, and use of
the masculine language is for convenience purposes only.
1.4. The Center reserves the right to update the Privacy policy, from time to time, according to
its discretion and subject to the provisions of the Privacy Protection Law, 5741 – 1981, as
shall be updated from time to time (the “Privacy Law”) and without the need to provide
any notice whatsoever. The aforementioned modification will be valid from the moment it
is published on the Site.
2. Information Collected on the Site:
2.1. When signing up to the Center’s Mailing List (including when executing orders for
Tickets), you will be required to provide personal information, including but not limited to,
your full name, telephone number, address, e-mail address and charging details (insofar as
it is relevant).
2.2. In addition to the information you will providing when signing up for the Site, the Center
will gather certain information about your computer, through which you visit and carry out
Activities through the Site. The information is automatically collected (including the use of
“Cookies”) and may include the IP address, browser type, use and entry times of the Site,
the manner of use and the tool you are using for the purposes of using the Site, details about
your internet supplier and internet site addresses from which you were directed. (The
information provided when signing up and the information collected by the Center as
aforementioned in this section shall be jointly referred to as the “Information Collected on
the Site”).
2.3. The Information Collected on the Site shall serve the Center, inter alia, for the purposes of
optimally activating the Site, maintaining the highest quality and level of service and for
general statistic purposes regarding the use of the Site.

3. Use of the Information Collected on the Site:
3.1. The Center and/or anyone on its behalf shall be permitted to use the Information Collected
on the Site for the following purposes:

3.2.



In order to supply you the information you requested or additional information
which the Center believes may be of interest to you, from time to time;



In order to adjust the Center’s Advertisements according to your personal
preferences;



In order for the Center’s representatives to contact you regarding services provided
by the Center.

The Center and/or anyone in its behalf will not disclose and/or sell any Information
Collected on the Site to any third party whatsoever, except those parties which they provide
the Information Collected on the Site only for the purposes of providing the service, and
who are required to fully protect the confidentiality of the Information Collected on the
Site.

3.3. Notwithstanding, the Center and/or anyone on its behalf will be permitted to transfer the
Information Collected on the Site to third parties, in any of the following events:


You have provided your prior written consent;



The Center and/or anyone on its behalf are required to transfer the aforementioned
information according to the law, for example, by virtue of a court order;



To protect the legal and proprietary rights of the Center and/or anyone in its behalf
for all matters relating to the Site.



If you breach the Terms and Conditions of Use of the Site or should you execute
through the Site, or in any connection whatsoever with the Site, acts which
contradict or appear to contradict any applicable law, or any attempt to execute
these activities.



In any event in which the Center will believe that providing the collected
information is necessary in order to prevent any severe bodily and/or proprietary
damages to any user or to any third party.

In addition, it is possible that the Center will transfer to third parties only general
statistical information, which is not personal or private, regarding use of the Site, for
example, the overall number of visitors of this Site and every page of the Site, and the
domain names of the internet service providers for the visitors of the Site.
4. Protecting and Securing the Information Collected on the Site

4.1. The Center stores all the Information Collected on the Site in an electronic database and
adopts numerous and serious measures in order to secure this information. The Site’s
information security systems constantly evolve in accordance with the new threats that
appear, however they are not absolutely secured. The Center does not undertake that the
Information Collected on the Site will be absolutely protected from unauthorized access. In
addition, the Center and/or anyone on its behalf does not have the possibility to secure
information transferred to it by user via e-mail, until that e-mail reaches the Center’s Site,
since it is not subject to the same measures of protection that are installed on the Site itself.
4.2. In addition, the Center is taking action to explain to its employees as it relates to the
importance of maintaining the privacy of the users and their personal information which
they provide to the Center.
4.3. It is important to remember that it is not possible to entirely guarantee one hundred percent
from any hostile and adamant activities by any foreign agents, and therefore these activities
are not absolutely protected and the Center does not undertake that the Site’s services will
be immune from any unauthorized access to the collected information.
5. Registering a Database and the Right to Review the Information
5.1. Insofar as the Privacy Law mandates such, the Center will register and establish a database
with the Registrar of Databases (the “Database”) and a director will be appointed for it as
required by the law.
5.2. According to the Privacy Law, any person is entitled to review information stored about
him in the Database. If he found that the information about him is not correct, complete,
clear or current, he may contact the owner of the Database and request that he correct or
delete the information. In addition, if the information in the Database is used for personally
contacting a user, then according to the Privacy law and as articulated in the Terms and
Conditions of Use of the Site, the user is entitled to request in writing that the information
relating to him be deleted from the Database.

